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The distribution of EXFOR compilation responsibilities among the NRDC centers has been 
reviewed and partly redefined at the 2002 NRDC meeting in Paris. A table, listing the 
compilation responsibilities of each center, is included in both the 2002 meeting report 
INDC(NDS)-434 and in the 2003 revision of the NRDC network document INDC(NDS)-401 
Rev.4 (both available in pdf format from the NDS web site). However sometimes there are 
misunderstandings about which center is responsible for compiling particular works.  
 
Therefore we give below a table of compilation responsibilities, this time by data type and 
country of origin (first lab), for easier reference, of course without changing the actual 
responsibilities.  
 
 
Neutron data 
         
USA, Canada NNDC 
Western Europe NEA-DB 
Ukraine UkrNDC through NDS 
Former Soviet Union except Ukraine CJD 
China CNDC through NDS 
Japan NEA-DB 
All other countries NDS 
 
Charged-particle data 
 
USA, Canada NNDC 
Ukraine UkrNDC through NDS 
Former Soviet Union except Ukraine CAJAD 
China CNDC (if activity resumed), or other centers as 

coordinated by NDS 
Japan JCPRG 
Juelich + ATOMKI ATOMKI through NDS 
Other countries NDS; plus other centers (e.g. CAJAD) after 

coordination with NDS; and also 
CNPD-VNIIEF for light nuclei, in coordination 
with NDS and other centers, and (for T-series) in 
cooperation with NNDC 



  

Photonuclear data 
 
 
All countries CDFE 
 
 
Notes: 
 
• "Through NDS" = final checking and assembling of TRANS files is done at NDS 
 
• All cases needing coordination between 2 or more centers should go through NDS or with 

copy to NDS. If there should be a disagreement, the final decision about compilation 
responsibility assignments (according to the NRDC protocol) is with NDS.   

 
• For CPND data from outside the USA/Canada area, we strongly recommend that all active 

centers send their lists of intended compilations in advance to NDS to avoid 
misunderstandings and duplications. 
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